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South Korean IT specialist PetaData and German data transfer 
expert TIXEL collaborate to target South Korean market

Seoul, Hannover, June 28th 2018

PetaData Corporation and TIXEL GmbH announced their partnership today. PetaData 

specializes in supplying and servicing hardware and software solutions for the media and 

IT industry. TIXEL creates software for file and data transfer to help customers with data

intensive and time critical distributed workflows.

"We are very happy to work with an innovative company like PetaData as partner to help us 

serve customers in South Korea," TIXEL CEO Ralf Einhorn said. "Together, we have explored 

a lot of scenarios in media and other industries, where TIXEL software solutions enable 

customers to streamline and accelerate time consuming data movement processes."

Petadata and TIXEL will help businesses that need faster data transfer for video on demand

content distribution, content production, remote backups and accessing remote file systems

like CIFS, NFS, FTP etc. TIXEL software accelerates plain point-to-point transfers, cloud 

services or B2B and enterprise workflows. Now, turn-key solutions like TIXstream MFT or 

TIXstream FX, as well as core acceleration modules like TIXway and corresponding service 

and support will be available for South Korean customers via PetaData.

"With their versatile product portfolio for managing and accelerating file transfer we 

have found an ideal partner to provide high performance cost effective solutions for our 

clients, who need to exchange large files or folders over the network within their 

organizations or with business partners.", said Jungman Kim, CEO of PetaData.

About PetaData

PetaData specializes in supplying and servicing hardware and software solutions for the 

media and IT industry.

About TIXEL

TIXEL creates software solutions for high-speed data transfer in wide area networks. TIXEL

products are used to optimize data-intensive distributed workflows primarily for cloud 

services, archives, and media production.
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